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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a simulation obtained with the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory ‘‘SKYHI’’
troposphere–stratosphere–mesosphere general circulation model run at very high horizontal resolution (;60-km
grid spacing) and without any parameterization of subgrid-scale gravity wave drag. The results are for a period
around the austral winter solstice, and the emphasis is on the simulated Southern Hemisphere (SH) winter
circulation. Comparisons are made with results obtained from lower horizontal resolution versions of the same
model.

The focus in this paper is on two particularly striking features of the high-resolution simulation: the extratropical
surface winds and the winter polar middle atmospheric vortex. In the extratropical SH, the simulated surface
westerlies and meridional surface pressure gradients in the high-resolution model are considerably stronger than
observed and are stronger than those simulated at lower horizontal resolution. In the middle atmosphere, the
high-resolution model produces a simulation of the zonal mean winter polar vortex that is considerably improved
over that found with lower resolution models (although it is still significantly affected by the usual cold pole
bias). Neither the improvement of the middle atmospheric polar vortex simulation nor the deterioration of the
simulation of surface winds with increased model resolution shows a clear convergence, even at the ;60-km
grid spacing employed here.

1. Introduction

Despite the vast experience obtained over the last
three decades with general circulation models (GCMs),
some very fundamental issues in the area of first-prin-
ciples comprehensive modeling of the atmosphere re-
main to be clarified. One problem that has appeared is
a tendency for the low-level westerlies (and associated
meridional surface pressure gradients) to increase sig-
nificantly with improvements in the horizontal resolu-
tion of the models employed (e.g., Manabe et al. 1979;
Boville 1991; Held and Phillips 1993). At sufficiently
high horizontal resolution, GCMs will typically produce
surface westerlies in the Northern Hemisphere (NH)
winter that are much stronger than observed. A solution
that has been adopted in many GCMs is to include a
drag on the zonal flow ascribed to topographically
forced gravity waves of subgrid-scale. With a plausible
amount of such parametrized gravity wave drag (GWD),
it appears that the simulated surface winds in the NH
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winter can be made realistic (Palmer et al. 1986; Mc-
Farlane 1987; Boer and Lazare 1988). In the Southern
Hemisphere (SH), the effects of subgrid-scale gravity
wave drag are likely to be rather insignificant, so it is
of interest to see how the surface flow varies with res-
olution in SH winter. For at least some models (e.g.,
Manabe et al. 1979; Hamilton et al. 1995) it turns out
to be possible to find a horizontal resolution that pro-
duces a realistic simulation of the SH winter surface
winds and too-intense NH winter surface winds (which
can then be adjusted with gravity wave drag). However,
the question of what happens when resolution is in-
creased beyond this comfortable range has not been
widely addressed thus far. One exception is the work of
Hamilton et al. (1995, hereafter HWMU), who per-
formed integrations with a gridpoint GCM (without par-
ameterized GWD) run at various horizontal resolutions.
HWMU observed the familiar increase of surface west-
erlies with resolution in both the NH and SH winter. At
the highest horizontal resolution considered by HWMU
(;100-km grid spacing), the June–August climatology
of the simulated SH surface winds was found to be
stronger than observed (particularly in the circumpolar
oceanic region).
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Another major problem found in GCMs that include
the middle atmosphere is a tendency for simulations
above the tropopause to be too close to radiative equi-
librium, notably with winter polar temperatures unreal-
istically low throughout the middle atmosphere. In the
NH winter this polar cold bias seems to affect many
GCM simulations to some extent, but there are some
significant differences in the performance of various
GCMs in this regard. HWMU found that their NH winter
simulation (with no GWD parameterization) was char-
acterized by a polar vortex that is somewhat too strong
and definitely too narrowly confined near the pole, and
that this is accompanied by a cold bias of ;108–158C
in the lower mesosphere. Boville (1991) finds that his
simulated NH polar temperatures are very much too cold
(;508C or more) unless he incorporates a topographic
GWD parameterization. With his GWD parameteriza-
tion the simulated circulation is similar to that obtained
by HWMU (i.e., somewhat realistic, but still affected
by the polar cold bias above the middle stratosphere).

In the SH winter, the polar middle atmospheric cold
bias has been an even more severe and intractable prob-
lem. Once again, in the SH the topographic GWD is
unlikely to be important, and models produce very cold
SH polar simulations whether or not they include a to-
pographic GWD parameterization (Boville 1991;
HWMU; Hamilton 1995). Simulations performed with
low-resolution climate models (e.g., Fels et al. 1980)
may have polar temperatures ;1008C too cold near the
stratopause and peak zonal mean zonal winds in the
mesosphere exceeding 200 m s21. It seems likely that
the basic explanation for this deficiency in the models
is the inability to resolve an important component of
the spectrum of nonstationary gravity waves excited by
various tropospheric processes. Garcia and Boville
(1994) show that a plausible parameterization of the
zonal drag associated with unresolved nonstationary
gravity waves can produce a realistic simulation in a
simple mechanistic model of the middle atmospheric
circulation. Currently there are efforts underway to in-
clude such GWD schemes in full GCMs. Unfortunately,
parameterizations of the subgrid-scale GWD have to be
formulated in the face of serious inadequacies in the
detailed knowledge of the gravity wave field in the real
atmosphere. One obvious question to consider is how
well GCMs can perform if run at a high enough reso-
lution to explicitly resolve a significant fraction of the
gravity wave spectrum. HWMU present some encour-
aging results in this regard. They found that the June–
August mean SH cold pole bias near the stratopause was
;658C in a version of their model with ;300-km grid
spacing, but declined to ;358C when the grid spacing
was reduced to ;100 km. The peak June–August mean
zonal-mean zonal winds in these two simulations were
found to be ;190 m s21 and ;130 m s21, respectively
[compared to observations of ;80 m s21, e.g., Fleming
et al. (1988)].

HWMU found that both the surface wind bias and

the cold winter pole bias were strongly affected by hor-
izontal model resolution, and they found no evidence
that the dependence of the model climatology on res-
olution had converged even at ;100-km grid spacing.
The present paper reports on a further investigation of
these issues through analysis of results from a very high
horizontal resolution (;60-km spacing), 40-level global
GCM. Integration of such a model is computationally
expensive, so the simulation was limited to a period of
about 2 months. In order to study the SH winter sim-
ulation, the integration was performed over a period
from early May through early July. Comparisons will
be made with lower resolution simulations with the same
model. Of particular interest will be comparisons with
the highest resolution (;100 km) version considered by
HWMU, for which there are now several years of sim-
ulation available. The GCM used is briefly described in
section 2, below. Section 3 discusses the results for both
the troposphere and middle atmosphere. The conclu-
sions are summarized in section 4.

2. Model and integrations

The Geophysics Fluid Dynamics Laboratory SKYHI
model is described in Fels et al. (1980) and HWMU. It
is a comprehensive, primitive equation, gridpoint GCM
designed to simulate the global atmosphere from the
ground to near the mesopause. In all the experiments
discussed in HWMU and in this paper, a hybrid sigma-
pressure coordinate with 40 levels in the vertical is em-
ployed. At the top of the domain the usual ‘‘rigid lid’’
boundary condition (i.e., the pressure velocity is zero
at zero pressure) is used. There is also a strong linear
damping of all fields at the highest full model level
(0.0096 mb) that is applied only to the deviations from
the zonal mean (see Fels et al. 1980) and thus does not
directly act on the mean circulation. The model has a
sophisticated radiative transfer code that is used to com-
pute diurnally averaged shortwave heating rates (see
HWMU for details) as well as instantaneous longwave
heating rates. Mean ozone amounts are prescribed, but
locally the mixing ratio is allowed to vary linearly with
temperature in order to account for the photochemical
acceleration of radiative eddy damping (see Fels et al.
1980). The cloud field used for the radiative transfer
calculations in the model is also prescribed. The hy-
drologic cycle is included by very simple parameteri-
zations of runoff, evaporation, moist convection, and
stable precipitation. A dry convective adjustment and a
Richardson number-dependent vertical diffusion are
also employed. A nonlinear horizontal subgrid-scale dif-
fusion is included (Andrews et al. 1983).

In HWMU, integrations with three different latitude–
longitude resolutions are described: 38 3 3.68 (N30), 28
3 2.48 (N45), and 18 3 1.28 (N90), where the ‘‘N’’
notation refers to the number of grid rows between the
equator and pole (note that in each case a zonal Fourier
filter is applied at latitudes poleward of about 458 lat in
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order to preserve a roughly isotropic effective resolu-
tion). Using the notation for the numbering of years
described in HWMU, the N90 control integration starts
in October 1982 and has now continued into July 1985,
but with a significant change in the model physics in-
troduced on 1 May 1983 (details can be found in
HWMU). In addition, another parallel integration was
undertaken with the same model, using initial conditions
from the control run on 8 March 1985, but which were
randomly perturbed in the troposphere (following es-
sentially the procedure used in the predictability ex-
periments described in Hamilton 1994). This integration
proceeded into July, yielding another realization of the
N90 June circulation (referred to here as ‘‘1985A’’). The
N90 results shown in the present paper are based on the
June 1984, 1985, and 1985A N90 simulations, with the
June 1983 period excluded due to possible contami-
nation from the changes in model physics introduced at
the beginning of May. Note, however, that the basic
results described below are essentially unchanged when
the June 1983 N90 period is also included.

The present paper introduces the first results obtained
with the N150 (0.68 3 0.728) version of SKYHI. This
version of the model has very challenging computa-
tional requirements. The present integration was per-
formed on the massively parallel CM5 computer system
at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The technical is-
sues involved in the adaptation of the model code for
the CM5 architecture are described in Jones et al.
(1995). Practical considerations limited the integration
to a roughly 2-month period. The N150 simulation be-
gan with initial conditions interpolated in a simple man-
ner from the N90 control experiment on 5 May 1984
and continued through 3 July of that year. The model
was run with the same prescribed sea surface temper-
atures as in the N90 control. The first few days of the
N150 simulation included some extra damping on the
deviations from the zonal mean imposed in the top levels
in order to dissipate the gravity waves produced from
the initialization. The topography employed in the N150
model was interpolated from the N90 topography to
make the N90 and N150 topographic heights as con-
sistent as possible (a point of interest later in the dis-
cussion of the present results). Note that the N90 to-
pography itself is essentially unsmoothed (except pole-
ward of ;458 lat, where a polar filter is applied in the
zonal direction to make the topography consistent with
the treatment of model dynamics).

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the results for the simulated June
average zonal mean temperature. Figure 1a is the tem-
perature as simulated in the single N150 realization, and
Fig. 1b is the difference with the observed climatology
of Fleming et al. (1988). It is apparent that the cold
winter polar bias is present in the model, particularly
in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, where

there is a large region in which the simulated temper-
atures are ;158–208C colder than observed. The dif-
ference between the N150 and N90 simulated zonal
mean temperatures is shown in Fig. 1c. The N150 sim-
ulation near the winter pole is a considerable improve-
ment over that at N90, by as much as 108C near 1 mb.
Thus the improvement in the SH winter middle atmo-
spheric circulation with finer resolution seen in the N30,
N45, and N90 simulations of HWMU appears to con-
tinue at least up to the N150 version. The N150 minus
N90 temperature difference normalized by the standard
deviation of the three monthly mean N90 June reali-
zations is displayed in Fig. 1d. This shows that the warm
polar temperatures in the N150 simulation do indeed
stand out clearly from the ensemble of N90 realizations.

There are some additional features in Fig. 1 that are
of interest. The reader will note that the tropospheric
temperatures in the N150 experiment appear to be ;58C
colder than observed. This is a bias that has been noted
earlier in HWMU and is likely attributable to deficien-
cies in the cloud field in the model. Or, put another way,
this deficiency could be largely eliminated by prescrib-
ing some additional upper-tropospheric cirrus clouds.
This bias is particularly severe near the tropical tro-
popause, but here it is seen to slightly decrease at N150
relative to N90. The warming of ;18C seen at the trop-
ical tropopause level in N150 (Fig. 1c) is actually more
than six times the N90 standard deviation (Fig. 1d).
Again this tendency for the upper tropical troposphere
to warm with increasing resolution was seen by HWMU
for the N30, N45, and N90 simulations. The simulated
extratropical summer middle atmosphere also shows
some dependence on resolution.

As noted in HWMU, the temperatures in the summer
polar upper mesosphere in SKYHI are warmer than ac-
tually observed. This is the summer analog of the winter
‘‘cold pole’’ problem and again reflects a simulation that
has unrealistically weak eddy forcing of the mean flow
(and hence is too close to radiative equilibrium).
HWMU noted that the warm bias in the summer polar
mesosphere also improved somewhat as the horizontal
resolution was increased from N30 to N90. The results
for the June N150 temperatures do not appear to show
continued improvement in this regard. In fact, the June
North Pole temperatures at the top level are actually
warmer by ;48C in the N150 simulation. On the other
hand, there is a cooling in the N150 simulation relative
to the N90 simulation by ;18C in the NH high latitudes
in a deep layer below about 0.1 mb. This is associated
with a summertime easterly jet that is actually weaker
in N150 than in N90 (see Fig. 2).

The N150 minus N90 zonal mean temperatures were
computed separately for two shorter periods: 28 May–15
June and 16 June–3 July. The results for these two pe-
riods (not shown) are actually quite similar. This is re-
assuring, both in terms of confirming the significance
of the differences seen in Fig. 1b and also in suggesting
that the results by late May are not strongly affected by
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FIG. 1. (a) June average zonal mean temperature in the N150 integration. Contour labels in 8C. (b) Difference of the N150 temperatures
from the June climatology of Fleming et al. (1988). Dashed contours indicate regions where the N150 results are colder. Contours plotted
for 08, 628, 658, 6108, 6208C, etc. (c) Difference of the June N150 temperatures from the mean of three N90 integrations. Dashed contours
indicate regions where the N150 results are colder. Contours plotted for 08, 618, 628, 648, 668C, etc. (d) The difference between N150
and N90 temperatures normalized by the standard deviation of the June temperatures in the three N90 realizations. No zero contour is plotted.
In (b), (c), and (d), dashed contours indicate regions where the N150 results are colder. In this and subsequent figures, the heights shown
on the axis are for a standard midlatitude atmospheric profile.

any initial adjustment of the model from the N90 to
N150 versions.

Figure 2 summarizes results for the June average-
zonal mean zonal wind. The N150 simulation has a
strong westerly middle-atmospheric vortex around the
winter pole that is unrealistically strong (.110 m s21,
vs ;80 m s21 in observations) and confined unrealis-
tically near the pole. The net effect is a simulated wind
field that can be as much as ;50 m s21 different at some
locations from the observations reported in Fleming et
al. (1988). However, this N150 simulation is still a con-
siderable improvement over that at N90 (not shown)
and is very much improved over lower resolution sim-
ulations obtained with the SKYHI model. Even the ob-
served equatorward tilting of the vortex edge with
height in the mesosphere is captured to some extent in
this N150 simulation (but not in any other published

GCM simulation of the SH winter circulation). Figure
2b shows the difference in the June average zonal mean
zonal winds between the N150 and N90 simulations.
The reduction in the strength of the polar middle at-
mospheric vortex in the N150 model is evident. In ad-
dition, there are large (;10 m s21) differences in the
middle-atmospheric equatorial winds. However, there is
no reason to believe that these changes in the Tropics
have in fact equilibrated during the brief N150 integra-
tion (e.g., Mahlman and Umscheid 1984; Hamilton and
Yuan 1992). Also noteworthy in Fig. 2b are the large
differences in the zonal wind in the SH troposphere,
with increased westerlies at high latitudes and stronger
easterlies or weaker westerlies equatorward of about 308
lat. The tropospheric aspects of the simulation will be
addressed in more detail below.

Figure 2c shows the N150 minus N90 zonal wind
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FIG. 2. (a) June average zonal mean zonal wind in the N150 in-
tegration. Dashed contours denote easterly winds, and contours are
labeled in m s21. (b) Difference of the zonal wind in the N150 in-
tegration from the June climatology of the N90 integrations. (c) The
difference between N150 and N90 zonal winds normalized by the
standard deviation of the June zonal winds in the three N90 reali-
zations. No zero contour is plotted.

difference normalized by the standard deviation of the
three individual monthly mean N90 June realizations.
This again suggests that the N150 results do stand out
from those at N90, particularly near the vortex edge, in
the tropical middle atmosphere, and in the tropospheric
tropical and winter polar regions.

Figure 3 summarizes the results for the eddy forcing
of the mean flow, here determined as the Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence normalized in the usual fashion to be
in acceleration units (referred to hereafter as EPFD; see
Andrews et al. 1983). The June average results for N90
and N150 are shown as Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively,
while the difference is displayed in Fig. 3c. In N90 and
N150, the EPFD clearly acts as a brake on both the
winter westerly vortex and the easterly summer vortex.
The extratropical winter EPFD in N150 is obviously
different from that at N90 with significantly more east-
erly drag appearing throughout the middle atmosphere
(except right at the top level). This is consistent with
the drag being produced largely by explicitly resolved
gravity waves. Such waves are forced in the model by
tropospheric convection (examined in detail by Manzini
and Hamilton 1993) and by other nonlinearities of the
flow. Earlier experience with the SKYHI model has
shown that as the horizontal resolution is increased, the
spectrum of gravity waves fills out so that there is sig-
nificant wave activity at all resolved wavenumbers (e.g.,
Hayashi et al. 1989; Hamilton 1993, 1995; Hayashi and
Golder 1994). The wave amplitudes at the lower end of
the wavenumber spectrum also tend to increase with
resolution. The result is to produce both stronger wave
amplitudes and more gravity wave momentum flux in
the mesosphere. This leads to stronger mean flow forc-
ing from the waves and, since the stronger wave activity
allows waves to break lower down, a tendency for the
wave drag on the mean flow to extend to lower levels.
The tendency for waves to break lower down may ac-
count for the SH easterly drag at the top level of the
model (;0.01 mb) to be somewhat weaker in the N150
model. Also computed was the difference field in Fig.
3c normalized by the standard deviation of the three
N90 realizations (not shown). The large differences seen
in Fig. 3c in the upper mesosphere of both the SH and
NH are between about two and six times the N90 stan-
dard deviation. The large differences in the high-latitude
SH between about 50 mb and 0.5 mb are generally more
than 10 times the N90 standard deviation.

Figure 3d displays the EPFD calculated from the June
average fields of the N150 integration and represents a
simple attempt to isolate the contribution from quasi-
stationary eddies (largely zonal wave one). The result
is quite striking, with a substantial fraction of the total
EPFD in the SH below 5 mb accounted for by the
monthly mean. By contrast, the stationary waves make
almost no contribution to the EPFD in the N90 simu-
lation. It seems likely that the increased drag from the
gravity waves at N150 has sufficiently altered the mean
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FIG. 3. (a) June average force/unit mass due to the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence in the N90 integration. Contours labeled in m s21 day21

and plotted for values of 08, 62, 64, 66, 68, 610, 620, 640, etc. Dashed contours denote easterly forcing of the mean flow. (b) As in
(a) but for the N150 climatology. (c) Difference between the N150 and N90 results. (d) N150 results for the stationary component (i.e.,
when calculated using the June average fields).

flow distribution to allow some stationary wave Elias-
sen–Palm flux penetration into the middle stratosphere.

One important limitation in the present N150 middle-
atmospheric simulation is the restriction to the early SH
winter period. As the winter progresses, the radiative
effects in the polar night could act to force a colder
polar middle atmosphere (possibly offset by increased
planetary wave activity in the troposphere as winter
progresses). The fact that the N150 SKYHI model can
produce a June average polar stratopause only ;208C
colder than observed does not guarantee that compa-
rably good results would be obtained later in the winter.

As noted above, the tropospheric zonal mean wind
field appears to be considerably changed in N150 from
that at N90. Poleward of about 458 lat the tropospheric
westerly winds are increased, with the westerlies at the
lowest model level (;80 m above the surface) increased
by more than 2 m s21. Figure 4 compares the N150
simulated June average sea level pressure (SLP) with
that based on 8 years of European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts daily observational analyses
(Schubert et al. 1990). The simulated SLP gradients are
obviously much stronger than observed, particularly
poleward of about 508S. Figure 5 is a comparison of
the June average zonal mean surface pressure in the
N150 run with those for individual years in the N90 run
(note that no correction to SLP is applied). The results
in each case are presented as deviations from the average
over all three June periods for N90. The pressure anom-
aly shown for the N150 run drops ;17 mb between
508S and 858S, and ;8 mb between 508S and 658S,
indicating that the meridional pressure gradients are
more intense in the N150 integration than in the average
of the 3 N90 years (note that the topography in the N90
and N150 runs is as consistent as possible, which makes
the direct comparison of surface pressures in the two
models meaningful). The spread among the individual
N90 curves in Fig. 5 is an indication of the significant
interannual variability in this simulation, but the N150
results do appear to stand out clearly from the N90
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FIG. 4. (a) Observed June average sea level pressure for the SH.
Data from Schubert et al. (1990). Contours are labeled in mb. The
contour interval is 5 mb, and dashed contours alternate with solid
contours. (b) June average sea level pressure from the N150 SKYHI
integration. In each case the contours are not plotted anywhere that
the N150 topography exceeds 50 m. Results presented in an ortho-
normal projection. The latitude circles shown are at 308S and 608S.

realizations. Note that even at N90 resolution, the SKY-
HI SH winter SLP gradients poleward of 508S are un-
realistically intense (HWMU). This problem has become
exacerbated at N150 resolution (at least in June).

Figure 6 shows the meridional eddy transport of zonal
momentum (normalized by the density) for the N150
June and the difference field between this value and the
N90 June climatology (note that only the troposphere
and lower stratosphere is displayed). In the SH the total
transport is poleward at almost all latitudes, and the
transport is substantially larger for N150 than for N90.
This increase in eddy momentum flux is consistent with

the trend seen in lower resolution versions of SKYHI
(HWMU) and in other models (Held and Phillips 1993).
The increased meridional momentum flux has to be bal-
anced by surface friction in the high latitudes, and so
the changes in momentum flux are closely connected
with the changes seen in surface winds and surface pres-
sure gradients. The peak June N150 momentum trans-
ports in the SH shown in Fig. 6 are somewhat stronger
than the observational estimates for June–August given
by Oort (1983) and Schubert et al. (1990). However, the
biggest difference is at high latitudes, where the obser-
vations actually indicate a region of equatorward eddy
momentum fluxes, while in the N150 simulation the
fluxes are poleward even at high latitudes.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This paper has examined an integration obtained with
a global GCM with very fine horizontal resolution, as
well as comparisons with results from lower resolution
versions of the same model. While the experiments and
analysis discussed are quite straightforward, the results
touch on some fundamental issues in the study of the
general circulation of the atmosphere. The tendency for
the poleward eddy momentum transport and the merid-
ional surface pressure gradients in extratropical SH win-
ter hemisphere to increase with resolution is quite ap-
parent in these results. There seems to be no indication
that this process has converged, and it may be that even
further deterioration of the simulation would be found
at higher resolutions. This is a rather basic issue for the
modeling of the SH winter circulation and also must
raise the issue of whether the imposition of topographic
gravity wave drag in the NH actually represents an im-
portant effect in the real atmosphere, or merely masks
the same fundamental problem (i.e., a tendency for the
model to overpredict the poleward tropospheric eddy
momentum transports; see Klinker and Sardeshmukh
1992).

It is not clear whether the SKYHI results for the sur-
face pressure gradients would be representative of other
GCMs if run at very high resolution. Boyle (1993) dis-
cussed climate simulations with the spectral European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts model run
at different resolutions up to T106 truncation (which
might be considered roughly comparable to the N90 grid
resolution). He mostly shows the boreal winter results,
but does state that in June–August the peak SH eddy
momentum transports and the overall sea level pressure
distribution do not change dramatically after resolution
is increased above T42 (the SH winter momentum fluxes
at high resolution in his model are apparently somewhat
larger than observed, just as in SKYHI). It is also in-
teresting to note that the zonally averaged surface zonal
winds near 608S in Boyle’s December–February simu-
lations do show a significant increase with resolution
(by ;2 m s21) between T62 and T106. Also relevant
are the recent papers of Held and Suarez (1994) and
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FIG. 5. The deviation of the June average zonal mean surface pressure from the average of
that obtained in the three N90 realizations. The solid curve is for the N150 integration, while
the other three curves are for each of the N90 June realizations separately.

Boer and Denis (1996) examining the behavior of three-
dimensional global models idealized to include no mois-
ture or topography and to have simplified radiative forc-
ing. Boer and Denis, using a spectral model, found little
sensitivity of the surface pressure distribution to in-
creases in horizontal resolution above triangular-63.
Held and Suarez do not present results for the surface
pressure, but find a generally slower convergence of the
circulation with resolution than do Boer and Denis. Held
and Suarez also note that spectral models seem to con-
verge somewhat faster than gridpoint models.

The results of the N150 simulation in the SH winter
middle atmosphere are quite encouraging. The Eliassen–
Palm flux divergence (EPFD) from explicitly resolved
waves is increased at N150 over that at N90 throughout
the extratropical SH, and this leads to a warmer winter
pole and a more realistic vortex. While there are still
very considerable deficiencies in the N150 SH winter
simulation, the present results do suggest that a signif-
icant fraction of the EPFD associated with gravity waves
in the middle atmosphere may be in the horizontal spec-
trum range from ;100 to ;1000s of km. This is an
important issue for the formulation of subgrid-scale
GWD parameterizations for GCMs, which all require
some specification of the spectrum of waves emerging
from the troposphere (e.g., Lindzen 1981; Hines 1996).
More detailed analysis of the explicitly resolved middle
atmospheric wave field in the present N150 simulation
is now underway (Y. Hayashi 1996, personal commu-
nication).

The present paper has concentrated on comparing re-

sults from the two highest horizontal resolution SKYHI
simulations available (N90 and N150). However, it is
important to emphasize that the major differences seen
between the N150 and N90 models represent a contin-
uation of trends found at lower resolution (documented
in HWMU). It is also striking that the resolution de-
pendence of neither the middle-atmospheric polar vortex
simulation nor the high-latitude surface winds shows
any apparent tendency to converge, even in the N150
version.

The present results raise a large number of related
questions. Obviously the sensitivity of the results to
vertical resolution and to changes in model physics
needs to be investigated further. There have been at least
two studies of the effects of increasing vertical reso-
lution within middle-atmospheric GCMs beyond the ;2
km considered in the present model experiments. Bo-
ville and Randel (1992) looked at a simulation with
different vertical level spacings (;3 km down to ;0.7
km) throughout the middle atmosphere in a T21 reso-
lution spectral GCM, while Hamilton and Yuan (1992)
compared simulations conducted with a rhomboidal-15
truncation GCM with ;2-km and ;2/3-km vertical lev-
el spacing. Neither of these studies found any very dra-
matic modification of the extratropical circulation with
increased vertical resolution, although Boville and Ran-
del found some interesting resolution dependence of the
simulated structure of the semiannual oscillation near
the tropical stratopause. There is still much to be done
in this regard, however. In particular, the effects of en-
hanced vertical resolution has only been investigated in
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FIG. 6. (a) Meridional transport of zonal momentum per unit mass by eddies in the N150
integration. June average results are shown. The contours are labeled in m2 s22, and negative
values (dashed contours) indicate southward transport of westerly momentum. (b) The June
average eddy momentum transport in the N150 experiment minus that averaged for the three
N90 June realizations. Negative values (dashed contours) indicate regions where there is more
southward transport of westerly momentum in the N150 results. The eddy component here is
defined as any deviation from the zonal mean.

models with rather coarse horizontal resolution. Pre-
sumably as horizontal resolution is increased, a point is
reached at which more benefit will result from improve-
ment in the vertical resolution.

The question of how model results may change with

alterations in the subgrid-scale parameterizations also
needs to be addressed. Unfortunately, extensive sensi-
tivity experiments with the very high resolution model
considered in this paper are not practical at present.
There are some aspects that might be profitably ex-
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amined at somewhat lower resolution, however. The de-
pendence of the low-level winds and SLP gradients on
the formulation of surface drag could be examined, for
example. The effects of changing the subgrid-scale mix-
ing parameterizations on the strength of the simulated
tropospheric eddy momentum transports is another ob-
vious issue for investigation.
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